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It is a curious thing… the chief claims of feminism used to be that women can run the world better than
men, in which peace will abound and everyone will be nice to each other—gone will be toxic
masculinity, the root of all evil.

But glancing at the women who have clawed their way to power does not bode well for Pax
Feminarum.

Of course, this article is really going out on a limb, because it is recklessly assuming that we all know
what a “woman” is. Given recent manifestations of feminine grace and “feminine beauty,” one may well
be hard-pressed to hold one’s tongue, as it now appears that men make better women.

But regardless, the now-infamous honesty of Annalena Baerbock caught the righteous off-guard who
quickly had to declare that shipping untold weapons and money to the Ukraine, to allow that pitiful
country to kill some Russians while also getting itself slaughtered—does not mean that anyone actually
wants war. Heavens, no! What insanity. Supplying weapons and cash is one thing. War is, well, quite
another! Ms. Baerbock is simply “insane,” everyone happily concluded. Of course, what Ms. Baerbock
said was all Russian propaganda. (Here, one can only stand in awe-struck wonder of Russian bots that
can now hack into a politician’s brain and force out words that can then be used for "propaganda").

Not to be outdone, of course, Poland launched its own secret weapon, one Anna Fotyga, who helpfully
penned an op-ed, in which she laid out her own brilliant master-plan of dismantling Russia and dividing
it up into tiny bits and owning all the natural resources, which can only be best managed by the likes of
Ms. Fotyga and her various cronies. To help along this endeavor, Ms. Fortyga has set up proper “team”
to get the job done good and right. Premeditated crimes, premeditated war, anyone?

You might be wondering, why should Russia be dismantled by those that know better? Let’s just quote
Ms. Fotyga (and please hold back Polish jokes until later):

There are no such things as Russian gas, oil, aluminium, coal, uranium, diamonds, grain, forests, gold, etc.
All such resources are Tatar, Bashkir, Siberian, Karelian, Oirat, Circassian, Buryat, Sakha, Ural, Kuban,
Nogai, etc. For most of the inhabitants of the regions — be they ethnic Russians or indigenous people —
Moscow represents only war, repression, exploitation and hopelessness. Harassment and discrimination
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against ethnic minorities in Russia is commonplace. Hyper-centralisation has exposed the country’s
multiple weaknesses, but foremost, subjugated theoretically autonomous regions and republics to the will
of the Kremlin. Moreover, with its odious war of aggression, Moscow is sending ethnic minorities to the meat
grinder, implementing a real ethnic policy by further harming both the Ukrainian and already conquered
nations of the Far East.

In other words, Ms. Fotyga wants to do exactly what she says are “Russian crimes”—taking other
people’s stuff. The rationale for all this, you might wonder? Well, here’s the headline to the article: “The
dissolution of the Russian Federation is a far less dangerous than leaving it ruled by criminals.”

What she herself is planning are not crimes, because only Russians can be dangerous criminals. Polish
politicians... not so much.

And wonder what does she really mean by “dangerous?” And how does she really understand
“criminality?” “Dissolution”—the Final Solution? But among her cronies, saying “Russians” is explanation
enough. You see, in Ms. Fotyga’s version of the world, the Russians by nature are beastly criminals and
don’t deserve to have a country, let alone live, since they took it all from other people anyway.
Dissolution!

One might want to ask Ms. Fotyga whether she’s considering returning any of the “wealth” stolen by
Poles from the indigenous people that once lived on the real estate that she and her ilk so
presumptuously call “Poland?” As an example, why not first break up Poland and give it back to the
Vlachs, the Avars, the Scythians, the Balts, the Sarmatians, the Celts, and heck, even the Germans, all of
whom lived in this area long before the Polans, a tribe of Slavs, decided to show up in the 7th century
AD. And true to form, the Polans went ballistic and killed everyone, so they could steal their land. Thus,
the ancestors of Ms. Fotyga were busy being horrible colonialists, using genocide and conquest to their
advantage. Yes, “dangerous” “criminals.” The dissolution of Poland is a far less dangerous than leaving it
ruled by criminals.

Given the “moral” outrage at Russia, it is high time that Poland led by example. For starters, the worthy
team, “European Conservatives and Reformists,” might want to put together a working group that will
trace the descendants of the aforesaid indigenous peoples of Poland and start making reparations. It’s
high time for a Polish version of Truth and Reconciliation, to pay for the crimes of the Polans. By the
way, lots of cash is always a good way to begin. (By the way, how the heck can you be a "conservative"
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and a "reformist?")

While all that is taking shape, these Polish politicians might also wish to explain why in a poll conducted
in 2011, a lot of people living in Poland decided that they were not going to identity as “Polish.” Wonder
why that is? Truth and Reconciliation.

Here, it is necessary to say that this is not about ordinary Polish people, who are being ruled over by
warmongers—just as in every other Western country, where politicians are a tribe all their own, who
rule against the people that they supposedly work for. But let’s not digress.

Now, we all know the real reason for Ms. Fotyga’s dreams of conquest and plunder. Her fellow
countryman, one Mr. Brzezinski, also had the same dream, and he imagined that he could convince
America to be the hacksaw that would hack apart Russia and let Poland be the Gauleiter-in-chief of the
“eastern lands.” In other words, Poland wants to get its hands on all those resources that Russia has via
the USA. See “criminality” above.

And so, Poland wants to transform the war in the Ukraine into pure banditry aimed further East—yes,
exactly what the Polans did to the area now known as “Poland.” The apple does not fall far from the
tree.

The only problem with this pipedream is that Ms. Fotyga and her band of self-righteous looters are
relying on old Uncle Joe who, granted, has a lot to bury in the Ukraine. But as he just outplayed Scholz
of Germany with tanks, let’s not get too carried away, would be sane advice to Poland. Joe isn’t as
foolish as he appears, that is, his handlers aren’t.

By the way, why is everyone dutifully calling the tanks the Germans will be sending to the Ukraine
“Leopards?” And why are the earlier versions of these tanks that went into the same region, back in the
day, in the 1940s, always called “Panzers?” Remember the Panzerlied? In 2023, Panzers are not
“Panzers,” because they’re “Leopards,” which in German is Panzers. Got that? Yes, because gender is
fluid.

But why does the current crop of female politicians love war so much? Keep in mind, the entire Ukraine
mess is the creation of one Victoria Nuland, of “F*** the EU!” fame, and who also could not help but
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gloat recently, when she remembered what happened to the Nord Stream 2 pipeline…

Nuland gloating over the terrorist attack on NordStream 2, the joint Russian-German gas
pipeline which she calls "a hunk of metal at the bottom of the sea." Her dirty hands are all over
this. pic.twitter.com/nOQ2d4dLUt

— Sharmine Narwani (@snarwani) January 28, 2023

So, the rumors are true—Poles got the go-ahead from her to blow up the pipelines, and dutifully did?

There was another woman, with thwarted presential ambitions, who gloated and cackled at the
horrendous murder of Muamar Kaddafi, she of the “We came, we saw, he died” fame. But let’s go down
that rabbit hole.

Polish politicians actually thinks such people are their friends? How deluded do you have to be?

But let’s go back to where we began. Whatever happened to that feminist claim that women will
manage the world far better than men? There is an old trope in folktales the world over—of the evil
step-mother. That is who these women politicians are—our evil step-mothers.

As for Poland, back in the day, the Poles assumed that they had finally found the perfect friend in this
world. Old Adolf Hitler himself and they were going to pal up to him and use the Germans to destroy
the Russians. We all know how that turned out. Well, it’s the same pipe dream again; and to show Uncle
Joe that this time Poland means business, they are arming themselves to the hilt, because you know,
Russians—and all that loot, just yours for the taking. Just replace Adolf with Joe Biden. And the
conniving strategy is to draw America in so deep into the Ukraine that withdrawal will become
impossible and then the fun can really begin. How quickly people forget Afghanistan…

Ok, break out the Polish jokes.

And, please God, deliver us all from evil step-mothers.
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Thane Angus writes from a small northern Canadian town.

Featured: The Great Adventurer, by Avery Palmer; painted in 2017.
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